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   When reading Charlotte Brontë’s literary works, one might fail to detect the influence of British colonialism. From
a young age, Brontë had a burning curiosity to learn about the British Empire, which she channeled into her writings.
Brontë’s stories consistently, yet discreetly, voice her opinions on the matter. Until recently, much of England shared
the racially charged views that she reflected in her stories. Consequently, it has taken many years to recognize
Brontë’s racial insinuations. The role that imperialism played in the Brontës’ lives is apparent in Charlotte and
Branwell Brontë’s Tales of Angria (1834). In addition, recognizing parallels between Charlotte’s life, her fiction,
and the racialized aesthetic strategies she used in Jane Eyre (1847) transforms our perspective of her work. Thus,
Charlotte Brontë’s discriminatory views, derived from British colonialism, influence not only the content of her
literary works, but their form as well.
     Charlotte and Emily Brontë feared what they perceived to be the negative influences of British imperialism on
England. Colonialism and the North Atlantic slave trade provided England with a magnitude of wealth and power as
Englishmen left their home country to work in colonized territories. Despite such economic benefits, the Brontës
were concerned with the foreign influence that supposedly burdened Englishmen upon their return home. They were
unwelcoming of a non-white presence within their home country: they worried that “the colonies would destroy
England’s national identity and cause a moral decline among its people” (Tichelaar). Furthermore, the presence of
races that British law deemed inferior was believed to sully England’s purity.  
     Tyler Tichelaar expounds upon the influence the British Empire had on Brontë and her literature in his article,
“West Indies Colonialism.” He explains that despite her caution against British imperialism, Brontë expressed an
evident interest in colonization from a young age. Around 1830, Charlotte and her brother, Branwell, began writing
The Tales of Angria. The writings are of a fictional African kingdom, Angria, which was invaded and colonized by
Englishmen. This literature demonstrates the Brontës' vast knowledge of British colonial affairs. For example, the
location of the Angrian colony was intentionally “near Ferdinando Po because in the 1820s, a writer from the
Blackwood Magazine had advocated it as a good place for British Colonization” (Tichelaar). In addition, the torture
methods English colonizers used against slaves in the literature were explicit and accurate to those the British
reportedly practiced throughout the early 1800s. 
     Charlotte Brontë’s conception of the Kingdom of Angria noticeably involves excluding non-white characters.
Quashia is the only indigenous African characterized in Tales of Angria. As a child, his home was invaded by the
English, and his people were either murdered or enslaved. However, the Duke of Wellington decided to adopt and
raise Quashia as his own. While his actions indicate kindness toward the young boy, Wellington has a position of
superiority over the native Angrian people. Because Wellington fathers Quashia, the storyline reflects Brontë’s belief
that the white race must supervise the black race. 
     Brontë intends for readers to view native Angrian characters as antagonistic. In 1835, at 19 years old, Brontë
arrived at Roe Head School to take on a teaching position. There, she journaled about her daily experiences and
continued her Angrian writings. Her journal entries suggest she was not fond of her job nor her counterparts, and she
used writing to escape from her seemingly dreadful reality. On the fourth of February in 1836, Brontë warmly
journaled about the Queen of Angria, Mary: the queen captures Quashia’s romantic attention. Brontë proceeds to
narrate the text with a demeaning tone as she describes Quashia. Brontë compares him to a rabid animal, much like
Bertha Mason in Jane Eyre: “his sable hair dishevelled on his forehead, his tusk-like teeth glancing vindictively
through his parted lips, his brown complexion flushed with wine, and his broad chest heaving wildly as the breath
issued in snorts from his distended nostrils” (“Well, Here I am at Roe Head” 401). Brontë associates Quashia’s non-
white traits with those belonging to animals. His menacing presence insinuates that natives of the Angrian land are
dangerous and should be socially separated from white people. 



     Just as Charlotte Brontë excludes characters of color from having positive roles in her stories, she illustrates
white characters to be superior to others. In another journal entry, Brontë describes the ideal Angrian woman: Jane
Moore. Jane’s beauty, due to her obvious lack of non-white traits, positions her as an image of perfection for
Angrian women: “She is native of the East… she is rather tall, well and roundly formed, with a plump neck and
shoulders as white as drift snow… The sweetness of the features thus shaded is inexpressible: the beautiful little
mouth, the oval chin and fine animated eyes” (“My Compliments to the Weather” 413). Brontë’s use of the word
“native” undermines the origins of the land Jane Moore is associated with. Moreover, Brontë depicts Jane with
words such as “white” and “snow,” creating a pleasant and lighthearted mood. This juxtaposed the visibly dark
illustration of Quashia permeates Brontë’s writing. Descriptions of darkness or blackness have a negative
connotation, while whiteness or lighter sorts a favorable one. 
     Menacing undertones associated with dark or black imagery are demonstrated more generally throughout
Brontë’s writings. Charlotte became a governess in the late 1830s. In a letter written to her sister, Emily Brontë, on
June 8, 1839, it is evident that Charlotte was not satisfied with this position. Her dislike of Mrs. Sidgwick, the
mother of the family she worked for, is apparent as she explains, “a complaint to Mrs. Sidgwick brings only black
looks upon oneself… she cares nothing in the world about me except to contrive how the greatest possible quantity
of labour may be squeezed out of me” (“To Emily J. Brontë” 432). In addition to Brontë’s obvious resentment
toward Mrs. Sidgwick, she utilized the word “black” to enhance her description of such distaste. 
     Accordingly, many believe Mrs. Reed, a universally disliked character from Brontë’s Jane Eyre, is based on
Mrs. Sidgwick. The imagery used to portray Mrs. Reed enhances her negative persona. Mrs. Reed is Jane Eyre’s
spiteful aunt. Jane, orphaned as a young girl, resides with the Reeds, her only known family. Brontë’s use of non-
white traits to detail white characters is perhaps her most discrete yet ingenious method of inserting her authorial
opinion of characters. John Reed, Mrs. Reed’s son, is said to have “thick lips'' and behaves as though he is superior
to the women in his household (''Jane Eyre'' 77). The text reads, “he called his mother 'old girl,' too; sometimes
reviled her for her dark skin, similar to his own'' (''Jane Eyre'' 12). Therefore, because the Reeds are depicted with
non-white features, Brontë includes these descriptions to exemplify the negative, corrupting influence of British
colonialism on the English. The Reeds are not strictly of English descent and behave immorally, demonstrating the
gradual destruction of England's purity. Ultimately, the pattern of using traits resembling people of color to describe
white characters is apparent throughout Jane Eyre. 
     Brontë subtly uses dark imagery to associate unfavorable characters with corruption and sin. Because a
character’s--Jane’s--whiteness is portrayed as pristine and susceptible to contamination from another’s blackness, a
constant fear of such impure individuals creates suspense throughout the novel. Jane is both Christian and English;
Brontë believed her lively potential, in nearly all facets, to be greater than non-white individuals (McKee 71). 
     This fear of impurity is first apparent when Jane is being sent to Lowood, a boarding school she attends for
young orphaned girls. Upon encountering Mr. Brocklehurst, the cruel supervisor of Lowood, Jane says he looks like
a “black pillar” examining her with “two inquisitive-looking grey eyes'' (“Jane Eyre” 26). While he is not necessarily
described with non-white features, the alarming tone of the passage implies that he is contaminated with contageous
impurities. Upon their arrival at the school, Jane observes Mr. Brocklehurst whispering cryptically something to Mrs.
Temple, a figure of kindness at Lowood. Jane worries he is misinforming Mrs. Temple of wrongs Jane committed: “I
watched her eye with painful anxiety, expecting every moment to see its dark orb turn on me a glance of repugnance
and contempt” (“Jane Eyre” 52). In this case, Jane fears Mr. Brocklehurst’s satanic influence will infect Mrs.
Temple; this is implied through Brontë’s use of dark terminology. 
    Charlotte Brontë’s most notable insertion of her authorial judgement in Jane Eyre is in opposition of Bertha
Mason, Mr. Rochester’s first wife from the West Indies. When Jane is first introduced to Bertha, who has
committed various acts of arson and other heinous disruptions, the text reads: "In the deep shade, at the further end
of the room, a figure ran backwards and forwards. What it was, whether beast or human being, one could not, at
first sight, tell: it grovelled, seemingly, on all fours; it snatched and growled like some strange wild animal: but it was
covered with clothing; and a quantity of dark, grizzled hair, wild as a mane, hid its head and face" (“Jane Eyre”
250). Not only does this parallel the dark, animalistic imagery Brontë uses in The Tales of Angria to characterize
Quashia, but she again compares the only character of non-white descent to an animal. 
    Mr. Rochester’s explanation of Bertha’s lineage consists of various racial stereotypes derived from the West
Indies and Africa. Rochester says, “Her mother, the Creole, was both a mad woman and a drunkard!” (“Jane Eyre”
249). He proceeds to describe Bertha’s eyes as “red balls,” insinuating that she, like her mother, is a drunk (“Jane
Eyre” 251). Hence, her insanity and drunkenness are racial stereotypes the English associated with Africans to
promote English superiority. 
     Bertha’s racial ambiguity emerges as her animalistic behaviors worsen with the progression of the novel. Susan L.
Meyer explains that while Bertha’s ancestry on her father’s side originated in the West Indies, she is considered
socially white due to her family’s wealth (252). For this reason, Rochester was permitted to marry a non-white



woman. Meyer claims that Bertha becomes black over the course of the novel as her behaviors deem her socially
unacceptable (252). This progression suggests that while Bertha’s wealth from her father temporarily masked her
African descent, the insanity she inherited from her mother was overpowering. However, Brontë failed to
acknowledge that Bertha’s madness likely resulted from Rochester’s abusive behaviors toward her.  
    Taking all of this in mind, it seems as if the central ideas of feminism in Jane Eyre apply only to white women.
During British imperialism in the early 19th century, Englishmen became emotionally hardened due to their
oppression of those indigenous to the land being colonized. When they returned to their home country, they
proceeded to oppress those around them, particularly women. Therefore, the Brontës worried that England would
self-destruct (Tichelaar). Imperialism introduced the question of whether higher social status belonged to white
women or black men, to which Brontë responded by acknowledging the suppression of both minorities, all while
justifying racism (Meyer 252). Furthermore, similar to how the English created stereotypes to degrade other races
and to promote the superiority of their own, Brontë oddly advocated both feminism and racism. This is most notable
in her characterization of Bertha Mason; Brontë excluded women of color from her feminist movement. 
    Charlotte Brontë’s discriminatory views, derived from British colonialism, influenced her literary works in a
variety of ways. This influence is apparent as Charlotte and her siblings expressed a deep interest in British
imperialism from a young age, which is reflected in her earlier writing, Tales of Angria. Parallels between her
personal life and fiction reveal her potentially subconscious use of dark imagery to portray a negative tone. In
addition, Brontë used a variety of racial strategies in her writings to insert her authorial judgement of characters. 
     Charlotte Brontë is a vastly influential author. Jane Eyre is empowering for women to read, as Jane’s desire for
independence takes her on a journey in which she discovers her true identity and finds love. However, Brontë is
hypocritical in her promotion of women’s rights while obsessively denigrating and maligning all non-white individuals.
From the standpoint of a modern interpretation, revealing and analyzing the discriminatory beliefs Charlotte Brontë
inserted into her writings makes it difficult to feel enlightened by the morally correct aspects of her literature. 
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